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0.66

171127
added – samples
changed
removed
fixed -- misc minor issues, some install/update related.
new issues

0.65

171125
added
changed
removed
fixed -- misc minor issues, mostly security and subscription related.
new issues

-

0.64

171122
- added
- changed
- removed
- IPmethod cfg key -- switched back to using ipmethod in protocol key when needed.
- fixed
- Auto up/downgrade for normal PROD intervals
- Misc other minor functional and doc issues.
- new issues
- Report column alignment needs to account for 3 sequence digits added to
discovered targets names.

0.63 - 171119 Dynamic discovery changes removed and discovery limited to startup only.
(networkchkr, serverchkr, and appchkr only.)
Startup does not complete (startup
files fully written and available for reading) until discovery is complete which
can range from a few seconds to hours depending on cfg settings. Checking begins
following that. Also Minor bug fixes, empty alertmethod now allowed, some
documentation fixes, added alerting cfg samples.
0.62
- 171114 Linux perl updated to match Windows and startup issues on each fixed.
Discovery dynamic cfg changes and logging added, numerous minor fixes.
0.61
- 171108 SW Updating working now on Win w/ perl 24.3, but no perl for linux
in this release, so new installations won't run at all on Linux. Updates ok.
0.60
- 171108

SW Updating on Win doesn't work due to SSL bug in Strawberry perl 20.x

0.59

- 171101 In free mode a cfg file with more than 10 targets has the section
of the 11th target showing in the log, without any of the rest of its cfg
lines, and in spite of the fact that it is not used. No functional effect.
Fixed by release 0.65 at least, possibly a little before that.

0.57

- 171031 On some systems the UWI (user web interface) is slow to open the
first time after startup, or may require two tries to open. Only affects

the initial attempt to open the browser page.
0.54 and earlier
- 170904 'The batch file cannot be found.' and similar messages at the end
of install, update, and uninstall on MSWindows are due to a long-standing
Windows bug. There is no associated error. Similarly some 'Could not
find...' and similar messages are expected in these processes for files
which are only occasionally present.
- 170807 A mail server which uses only the GSSAPI mail client
authentication mechanism (unusual) will not work with an Appchkr
running on a Windows host. One work-around is to run the Appchkr on a
Linux host instead should this occur: The same download works on either
type of host OS. Appchkrs running on Linux can use the GSSAPI
mechanism. Alternatively use a different email account on a different
mailserver accepting a wider range of commonly-used authentication
mechanisms.
-170807 On MSWindows command prompt windows flash on and off briefly
within a few seconds after startup of both Appchkr and the UWI. A
long-standing MSWindows cmd script bug. No functional consequence,
just annoying.
-

added
changed
removed
fixed
new issues

